Spectroscopic and computational studies of matrix-isolated iso-CHBr3: structure, properties, and photochemistry of iso-bromoform.
Iso-polyhalomethanes are known reactive intermediates that play a pivotal role in the photochemistry of halomethanes in condensed phases. In this work, iso-bromoform (iso-CHBr(3)) and its deuterated isotopomer were characterized by matrix isolation infrared and UV/visible spectroscopy, supported by ab initio and density functional theory calculations, to further probe the structure, spectroscopy, and photochemistry of this important intermediate. Selected wavelength laser irradiation of CHBr(3) isolated in Ar or Ne matrices at ~5 K yielded iso-CHBr(3); the observed infrared and UV/visible absorptions are in excellent agreement with computational predictions, and the energies of various stationary points on the CHBr(3) potential energy surface were characterized computationally using high-level methods in combination with correlation consistent basis sets. These calculations show that, while the corresponding minima lie ~200 kJ/mol above the global CHBr(3) minimum, the isomer is bound by some 60 kJ/mol in the gas phase with respect to the CHBr(2) + Br asymptote. The photochemistry of iso-CHBr(3) was investigated by selected wavelength laser irradiation into the intense S(0) → S(3) transition, which resulted in back photoisomerization to CHBr(3). Intrinsic reaction coordinate calculations confirmed the existence of a first-order saddle point connecting the two isomers, which lies energetically below the threshold of the radical channel. Subsequently, natural bond orbital analysis and natural resonance theory were used to characterize the important resonance structures of the isomer and related stationary points, which demonstrate that the isomerization transition state represents a crossover from dominantly covalent to dominantly ionic bonding. In condensed phases, the ion-pair dominated isomerization transition state structure is preferentially stabilized, so that the barrier to isomerization is lowered.